RE

English

We will be focusing on the character of Paddington Bear in
our English this term and all of his adventures in London.
Our focus for this term is
We will write a postcard to Auntie Lucy from London telling Islam. We will learn about
her all the wonderful things we have seen.
people’s beliefs. The children
We will be exploring how to use imperative verbs in our in- will also find out how Allah is
described in the Qur'an, as
struction writing. To do this we will make a sequence and
then write instructions for Paddington Bears' marmalade well as what
Muslims learn about Allah and
sandwiches. Yum!
their faith.
To inspire the children to write adventure stories we will be
exploring the fictional story of ‘Town Mouse and Country
Mouse’.

Maths

PE



Groovy Gymnastics
(Indoor)



Finding half of objects and amounts.

Skipping (Outdoor)



Finding quarter of objects and
amounts



Multiplication



Division



Solving calculation problems.

ICT
We will be using the
programming app Scratch
JR.

Science

General
PE Days


Miss Cooke - Indoor—Wednesday & Mindfulness
Indoor—Thursday



Mrs Quinton– Indoor—Monday & Outdoor—
Wednesday

During this topic the children will be
focussing on materials. We will be naming
and sorting objects into their material
groups. To test their various properties
the children will be exploring the materials to find out which material would be
best for a waterproof hat. They will have
to predict and test their chosen material
to see if it is suitable.

Homework and spellings are given out on Wednesdays
and must be returned on Mondays.
Don’t forget our visit from ‘The Queen’ on Monday 13th
January. We ask the children to come in clothes fit
from royalty.
Music

PSHE/SEAL

Following the Charanga Our theme is Going for Goals,
scheme the children
so in January we will setting
will be learning a song our new years resolutions and
called The Grove to
targets for the new year
hear different styles of
ahead.
music including Blues,
Baroque, Latin, Folk and We will also be thinking about
healthy eating and the imFunk.
portance of a balanced diet.

.

Art and Design Technology

Geography

We will be looking at the design of the Tudor houses on
During the term, we will be learning
Pudding Lane in 1666 to create
about where different countries are
are our Tudor house to look at within the UK. We will be using locationhow the fire spread so quickly. al language to describe where places are
on a map. We will compare villages/ town
The children will also be using
and cities to look at the similarities and
Lego to construct model builddifferences before comparing Spalding
ings related to London.
to London.

History
Children will be learning about the
Great Fire of London. They will
understand where and how the fire
started and what happened next.
They will be reading diaries and
extracts from different people
about their recounts of the event.

